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reproduction of this ame. For example, the Supreme Court of
California ad-dressed a claim against an insurance
company in 2013 in the case of Zhang v. Superior Court.28.10
The claim at issue was based on the California Unfair
Competition Law.28.20 The Zhang Court held that an Unfair
Competition Law claim will lie against an insurance
company so long as the UCP claim is not based entirely on an
implied cause of action as an Unfair Insurance Practices Act
violation.28.30 Implied causes of action under the California
UIPA have been prohibited since the Royal Globe decision,
which allowed them, was overruled in 1988. Where the UIPA
is not the exclusive basis for the UCP claim, i.e., where the
claim under a statute other than the Unfair Insurance
Practices Act is not based only on an alleged UIPA
violation, then such a statutory claim would be allowed
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Delete ‘‘(2010).’’ in the last line of footnote 31:

§ 9:14.50 “Injury in Fact”: What happens to bad faith
statutes? [New]
Claims handling and penalties statutes regulating the
business of insurance may not any longer provide causes of
action to many policyholders and claimants.
In 2016, the Roberts Court grafted a requirement onto the
U.S. Constitution which is not found in it—standing — but
which is instead found in the Court’s cases. Cases decided in
lower courts since the Roberts Court raised standing to a
constitutional prerogative are divided over whether Congress
and State Legislatures can provide standing by providing
remedies for statutory violations.
In Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins,1 the Court raised the judge-made
doctrine of standing to constitutional status. “Standing to
sue,” the Court recognized, “is a doctrine rooted in the
traditional understanding of a case or controversy. The doctrine developed in our case law,” said the Court in Spokeo,
Inc. v. Robins.2
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One of the elements of standing is “injury in fact,” which
the Spokeo Court raised to “a constitutional requirement”
which bars legislatures from conferring standing on people
and organizations in most cases. To establish injury in fact,
a person invoking a statutory remedy now must meet a
newly-found constitutional requirement that she or he
had a legally protected interest that is concrete and individualized to her or him, and that the harm is “actual” or “imminent,” not “conjectural” or “hypothetical.”3 The Spokeo case
itself was presented when Mr. Thomas Robins ﬁled a lawsuit
claiming an alleged violation of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act by an internet search engine service which incorrectly
provided information to the world about him. The Roberts
Court remanded for a determination of whether Robins
adequately alleged an injury in fact in his complaint.
As it has done by replacing “ultimate facts” pleading with
“plausibility” pleading, in which allegations of fact in a complaint must be weighed by each individual judge who must
dismiss the complaints that he or she does not think are
“plausible,” the Roberts Court has laid down another obstacle to ﬁling lawsuits in Federal Courts.4 It is fundamental to
its process to note how many times the Court would have
people believe that its work has consisted for several years
now of ﬁnding procedural and constitutional limitations
which other Courts somehow must have overlooked.
In an interesting application of the Spokeo “standingmeans-injury—in-fact” requirement, the District Court in
Stromberg v. Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC4.10 was confronted
with a lawsuit ﬁled as an alleged class action by “Plaintiff
Bonnie Lynne Stromberg [who] asserts a California state
law claim against two mortgage lenders and a mortgage loan
servicing company for failing to reconvey a deed of trust on
real property within thirty days after repayment of her home
loan.” 4.20 The Court rejected the mortgage lenders’ and
mortgage servicer’s challenges to Ms. Stromberg’s standing
to sue them by ruling that she had sufﬁciently alleged “injury
in fact” through these “conclusory” allegations (which she
handily supported with an afﬁdavit and which the Court
considered together with the allegations in her complaint):
The Court does not need to decide whether a bare procedural
violation of California’s analogous prompt-recording statute
constitutes a concrete injury-in-fact for standing purposes
because Stromberg has not alleged “a bare procedural violation, divorced from any concrete harm.” Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at
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1549. To the contrary, she has alleged “additional harm beyond the one [the legislature] has identiﬁed.” Spokeo, at
1549–50 (emphasis in original). In her complaint, Stromberg
alleges that she “suffered injury in the form of slander of title,
incurred costs, impaired credit and incomplete and inaccurate
public records respecting her ﬁnancial obligations and credit
worthiness.” Compl. ECF No. 58 ¶ 43. Even if this allegation
regarding injury is, as Defendants contend, too conclusory by
itself to establish an injury-in-fact, Stromberg has also submitted an afﬁdavit that includes further factual support for her
standing. ECF No. 101-1, Ex. A.4.30

Other Courts have found Spokeo standing to assert Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act claims,4.40 Telephone Consumer
Protection Act claims,4.50 Fair Credit Reporting Act claims alleged by a pro se plaintiff,4.60 and products liability claims in
multi-district litigation which include allegations of noncompliance with standards set under regulations issued by the
federal Environmental Protection Agency and by the California Air Resources Board.4.70
As an example of lower federal courts actively seeking situations in which people simply cannot sue for alleged violations of State statutes, even though States have provided the
statutory remedies alleged in the given case, the Eleventh
Circuit Court of Appeals held after Spokeo that a borrowermortgagor in New York State could not bring that particular
lawsuit for an alleged violation of New York Real Property
Law because now the United States Constitution forbids
such a suit.5 The Eleventh Circuit’s decision in this case has
been rejected by name in other Circuits,6 and it has been
distinguished in the Eleventh Circuit based, perhaps ironically, on other Eleventh Circuit case law.7
However, this decision is by no means alone.8 In Spokeo
itself, the Court deciding that case remanded for a determination of “plausibility,” in effect, of whether Thomas Robins
and persons like him had alleged injury in fact as the U.S.
Constitution now apparently requires.
The following case did not directly involve the Spokeo
“injury in fact” directive, but it does illustrate the relative
probabilities of success of any statutory action under a
“Consumer Protection Act” by whatever name. In Fat Bullies
Farm, LLC v. Devenport,9 potential sellers of real property
brought a New Hampshire Consumer Protection Act (“CPA”)
claim against prospective purchasers on account of the alleged conduct of the prospective purchasers. To describe the
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attitude of the New Hampshire Supreme Court in rejecting a
New Hampshire CPA claim in this case as hostile, is to put
it mildly. It is nonetheless instructive:
Viewing Fat Bullies and Simmons’s [the prospective purchasers’] misrepresentation in conjunction with the remainder of
their course of conduct does not alter our determination. Even
taken together, the acts of showing up unannounced with an
attorney and an option agreement, not recommending that the
Devenports [the potential sellers of the real property] obtain
legal counsel, attempting to negotiate price, not explaining the
meaning of the language contained in the draft agreement,
threatening and attempting to enforce an option agreement,
and pursuing a contentious litigation strategy would not “raise
an eyebrow of someone inured to the rough and tumble of the
world of commerce.” (Citations omitted.) We cannot conclude
that the subject conduct offends established public policy, is
immoral, unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous, or causes
substantial injury. (Citation omitted.)
For these reasons, we reverse the trial court’s ruling on the
Devenports’ CPA claim and its award of attorney’s fees to the
Devenports as damages under the CPA.10

If the idea of “injury in fact” has been elevated surreptitiously from standing to the U.S. Constitution, it can
certainly have an effect on claims based on State statutes
providing remedies to ‘private attorneys general’ that the
States rely on to enforce the laws. Time will tell whether
State Unfair Claim Handling Practices Acts and Penalties
Statutes governing the business of insurance will feel the effects and, if so, how.
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E.g., Ferrell v. HSI Fin. Serv’s, LLC, No. 1:16-cv-04624-RWS-AJB,
2017 WL 8186795 at *4 (N.D. Ga. December 22, 2017) (“After careful
consideration of the pleadings and the rapidly expanding catalogue of case
law interpreting and applying Spokeo, the undersigned is persuaded that
Plaintiff’s pleadings are sufﬁcient to establish standing. The Court ﬁnds
Defendant’s motion unavailing on several grounds.”); Abraham v. Ocwen
Loan Servicing, LLC, 321 F.R.D. 125, 166 (E.D. Pa. 2017) (“Numerous
courts have applying Spokeo found a sufﬁcient ‘injury in fact’ to support a
FDCPA claim from allegations that a plaintiff suffered an ‘informational
injury’ because the character of a debt had been misrepresented.”).
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§ 9:15
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n. 1.
Replace citation “Zephyr Park, Ltd. v. Superior Ct.” with the following:
Zephyr Park, Ltd. v. Superior Ct., 213 Cal. App. 3d 833, 262 Cal. Rptr.
106, 109 (Cal. 4th DCA, Div. 1, 1989), review denied (Cal. November 2,
1989).
n. 2.
Add at end of footnote 2:
In Jones v. Americas Ins. Co., 226 So. 3d 537 (La. Ct. App., 1st Cir.,
2017), the Louisiana appellate court held that a homeowner’s insurance
carrier had no right of action against its insured’s contractor for negotiating a check without the mortgage lender’s/servicer’s authorized
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